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Abstract
A seminal milestone in lattice statistics is the exact solution of the enumeration of dimers on a 
simple-quartic net obtained by Kasteleyn in 1961.  An outstanding related and yet unsolved 
problem is the enumeration of dimers on a net with vacant sites.  We consider this acant-site 
problem with a single vacancy occurring at certain specific sites on the boundary.  Extending 
a bijection between dimer and spanning tree configurations due to Temperley, we establish 
that the dimer generating function is independent of the location of the vacancy.  The dimer 
enumeration on this net with free boundaries is then obtained, and compared with that of the 
Kasteleyn solution.  Particularly, finite-size analyses of the solutions show that the deletion 
of one boundary site of an M ×N net introduces a logarithmic correction in the large M, N
expansion. A concrete example exhibiting this logarithmic correction is given.
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二、 緣由與目的
The problem of enumerating close-packed dimers on a finite simple-quartic net was solved by 
Kasteleyn [1] by Temperley and Fisher[2] and in 1961.  An outstanding related but yet 
unsolved problem is the enumeration of dimers on a net with vacant sites[3].  We consider 
this vacancy problem when a single vacant site occurs on the boundary.
In 1974 Temperley[4] reported an intriguing bijection relating spanning tree configurations 
with close-packed dimer coverings on two related lattices.  The Temperley bijection has been 
of renewed recent interest and extended to spanning trees with certain weighted and/or 
directional edges[5].  We establish a further extension of the Temperley bijection, and
use this extension to study the vacancy dimer problem.
三、 結果與討論
We first show that, for a simple-quartic net with free boundaries and one fixed vacant site,
the dimer generating function is independent of the position of the vacancy, if it is located at  
certain specific sites on the boundary.  The exact enumeration of close-packed dimers
on this net is then deduced from that of the spanning tree, and compared with the 
Fisher-Kasteleyn-Temperley solution when there is no vacancy[1].  In view of the connection 
with the conformal field theory[6] and recent interests in finite-size corrections for 
two-dimensional lattice models[7,8], we next carry out finite-size analyses for the spanning 
tree solution.  Applying the results to the related dimer problem, we obtain finite-size 
3corrections to dimer enumerations on a net with a single boundary vacant site.  It is found 
that the deletion of a boundary site introduces a logarithmic correction not present in the 
Fisher-Kasteleyn-Temperley solution.  A concrete example associating this logarithmic 
correction to the occurrence of a vacancy is given.
四、 計畫成果自評
We have established an extension of the Temperley bijection between spanning trees on a 
lattice with free boundaries and dimer configurations on a related lattice with a boundary 
vacancy.  The extended Temperley bijection enables us to establish that the dimer generating 
function is independent of the location of the vacancy.  The enumeration of dimers on the  
lattice with a vacancy is next computed, and compared with that of the known results for 
dimers without vacancies.  It is found that the vacancy introduces a logarithmic correction  
in the large lattice expansion.  A concrete example exhibiting this correction is given.
We have also carried out similar analyses, details of which to be given elsewhere, for 
spanning trees on simple-quartic nets with other, including the toroidal, cylindrical, Möbius,
and Klein bottle, boundary conditions[9].  It is found that the logarithmic correction
reported in this work[10] arises only in the case of free boundaries.  This finding is 
consistent with the fact that the net with free boundaries is also the only case that the extended 
Temperley bijection holds.
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